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Silo Training

On-demand product and tradecraft video training
Silo for Research is crucial to researchers needing to conduct secure and anonymous online research. To be successful
(and safe) it is just as crucial to know how to use all of its functions effectively, while using proper tradecraft, and to
keep up with all the latest research tools and techniques.
Authentic8’s in-house training staff of practitioners are the experts behind OSINT Academy: Silo Training. Their expertise is
available through on-demand video training to all Silo for Research customers purchasing Premium Support.

Curriculum
Silo Training is delivered through a continuously updated
and expanding library of on-demand videos in two
primary areas.
Silo for Research product use training focuses on
the platform, its features (e.g., how to manage your
attribution), administration and how to use it effectively.
How to get the most from newly released features, tips
and tricks are also core training subjects.
Tradecraft training videos provide education to new and expert researchers by covering general and specific training
on the latest research techniques. Training topics in this category include topics such as leveraging social media
sources, how to use the dark web, researching cryptocurrency and more.

Platform
Silo Training is delivered through an on-demand, web-based training application accessible from within Silo for
Research. It’s easy and efficient to use with all videos segmented into chapters for navigation to specific training
concepts. And users can download certificates of attendance for each training course they view.
Silo Training also provides users with the ability to access our experts directly with their product or tradecraft questions
through an integrated Q&A feature. Whether needing clarification on a subject covered in a course or a subject not
currently addressed in Silo Training, our training experts will answer.

Silo for Research is an integrated solution for conducting secure and anonymous web research, evidence
collection and data analysis from the surface, deep and dark web. It’s built on Authentic8’s patented, cloudbased Silo Web Isolation Platform, which executes all web code in a secure, isolated environment that is
managed by policy, providing protection and oversight of all web-based activity.
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